Introduction
============

Acetylation of histones is an essential post-translational modification governing gene expression ([@B1], [@B2]). It affects a number of lysine residues in all histones and serves as a docking site for epigenetic readers containing the evolutionarily highly conserved bromodomain module ([@B3]). A total of 61 bromodomains found in 46 different proteins have been identified in the human proteome ([@B4]). After the recognition of discrete patterns of acetylation marks, which together with neighboring amino acids, mediate binding selectivity, bromodomain-containing proteins engage in a variety of cellular functions. The four bromodomain and extra-terminal domain (BET)[^3^](#FN3){ref-type="fn"} proteins each contain two related bromodomains named BD1 and BD2 in their N-terminal moiety and a unique, extra-terminal domain. They are highly conserved and form a distinct subfamily with similar hydrophobic binding pockets ([@B5], [@B6]).

Bromodomain protein 4 (BRD4) is the best studied member of the BET family. It is a nuclear protein that binds to acetylated histone 3 (H3) and histone 4 (H4) tails and plays an essential role in maintaining chromatin architecture ([@B7]). Through its direct interaction with the acetylated cyclin T1 subunit of the positive transcription elongation factor b, BRD4 furthermore controls transcription elongation via phosphorylation of RNA polymerase II by CDK9 ([@B8][@B9][@B11]). Genome-wide studies indicate that BRD4 binding correlates with gene expression and that besides promoter regions, intergenic and intragenic regions are also recognized ([@B12]). BRD4 also binds to acetylated RelA, thus stabilizing nuclear NF-κB and controlling the expression of downstream target genes ([@B13], [@B14]). In addition, the BRD4 extra-terminal domain interacts with several chromatin modifiers, including the histone methyltransferase NSD3 ([@B15]).

Elucidation of the function of histone acetylation mark readers was much supported by the recent discovery of specific small-molecule inhibitors ([@B16]). BET-selective inhibitors such as JQ1 and I-BET151 ([@B17][@B18][@B19]) helped to demonstrate the essential role of BRD4 in growth control. Several BRD4 target genes, including c-Myc, c-Fos, and cyclin D1, are involved in cell cycle control ([@B20][@B21][@B23]), and BRD4 binding is much enriched in super-enhancer regions of tumor-associated genes, such as c-Myc and FOSL2 ([@B22]). Consequently, BRD4 is implicated in several proliferative diseases. For example, chromosomal translocation leading to the expression of a fusion between BRD4 (or BRD3) and the nuclear protein in testis (NUT) is causative of a rare cancer form named NUT midline carcinoma (NMC) ([@B24], [@B25]). Patient-derived NMC tumors are inhibited by the BET inhibitor JQ1 in *in vivo* xenograft models, and the first clinical studies addressing this indication have already been initiated ([@B17], [@B26]). BRD4 also plays a crucial role in a number of hematological malignancies including acute myeloid lymphoma ([@B19], [@B27]), acute lymphoblastic leukemia ([@B28]), lymphoma ([@B21]), pediatric B-precursor acute lymphoblastic leukemia ([@B28]), and multiple myeloma ([@B29]). In line with this, clinical studies mainly addressing hematological tumors have recently been started. Furthermore, anti-proliferative effects of BET inhibition in solid tumors such as glioblastoma ([@B30]), neuroblastoma ([@B31]), lung cancer ([@B32], [@B33]), and melanoma ([@B34]) have been reported. Another pathology in which BRD4 is implicated is inflammation, as evidenced by the protective role of the BET inhibitor I-BET762 against endotoxic shock and sepsis ([@B18]). Finally, hijacking of BRD4 activity is essential for the life cycle of a number of viruses, including herpes and papilloma viruses ([@B35]). These pathogens take advantage of the retention of BRD4 to the host mitotic chromosomes for their propagation during cell division.

As mentioned, the interaction between BET bromodomains and acetyl-lysine is essential for cellular function. Bromodomains are composed of ∼110 amino acids that form a left-handed bundle of four α helices (αZ, αA, αB, αC) linked by the highly variable ZA and BC loop regions and constitute a deep, hydrophobic substrate binding pocket ([@B36]). Co-crystal structures of BET bromodomains and bound histone-derived peptides reveal that the acetyl-lysine side chain is anchored by a hydrogen bond formed with a conserved asparagine (*e.g.* Asn-140 in BRD4 BD1) located in the BC loop and also found in other bromodomains ([@B37], [@B38]). NMR spectroscopy of BRD4 BD2 associated to NF-κB-K310(ac) allowed the identification of key interacting amino acids including Asn-433, which makes a direct hydrogen bond with acetylated lysine ([@B13]). Additional amino acids in the ZA loop and in the αB and αC regions have been reported to be key for acetyl-lysine recognition ([@B17]). Several water molecules preventing further direct contacts are found at the bottom of the bromodomain pocket ([@B39]). X-ray structures solved in the presence of BET inhibitors such as JQ1 or I-BET762 show that these compounds effectively mimic the acetyl-lysine moiety ([@B17], [@B18]).

Although crystal structures can provide a static overview of the residues involved in interactions with substrates and small molecules, only a detailed mutational analysis of these residues can unravel their precise contributions to binding affinity. Up to now only a few such studies have been performed. The first reported BET mutants focused on the equivalent Tyr-139 and Tyr-432 or on Tyr-139 and Val-439 residues in BRD4 BD1 and BD2, respectively. These mutants have increased mobility and impaired interaction with acetylated chromatin in comparison to the wild-type form ([@B40]). Recently it was shown that mutating Asn-140 and Asn-433 in BRD4 BD1 and BD2, respectively, abolishes the binding to di-acetylated H4 peptides in a SPOT assay as well as in isothermal calorimetry, confirming the importance of the hydrogen bond formed by the highly conserved asparagine residue ([@B4]). Asn-140 and the neighboring Tyr-139 in BRD4 BD1 as well as the equivalent positions in BD2 are also important for the interaction with acetylated RelA ([@B14]). In the case of BRD2, surface plasmon resonance (SPR) reveals that additional BD1 residues including Tyr-113, Asn-156, and Asp-160 are essential for binding to a mono-acetylated H4 peptide ([@B38]). This was confirmed for Tyr-113 and its BD2 counterpart in living cells ([@B41]) and by immunoprecipitation ([@B42]). In murine BRDT, the Ile-114 mutant ([@B43]) and the triple mutant modified at positions Pro-50, Phe-51, and Val-55 (which correspond to Ile-112, Pro-48, Phe-49, and Val-53 in human BRDT) or at the equivalent positions in BD2 lose their binding to the H4 N-terminal tail ([@B44]). For BRD3, a detailed analysis of its interaction with acetylated GATA1 has been reported ([@B45]). Mutation of several hydrophobic residues has strong effects whereas, interestingly, mutation of the conserved Asn-116 residue, which forms the important hydrogen bond with the acetyl group of histone peptides, has little impact on binding, suggesting that, at least in this particular case, alternative recognition mechanisms are possible. Altogether, these examples indicate that disturbing individual interactions between BET bromodomains and their acetylated protein partners can have a significant impact on substrate binding, raising the question of whether these findings would be applicable to all members of the BET family and to interactions with small molecule inhibitors. The latter question can be relevant in the context of clinical use of BET inhibitors. For instance, following the approval of tyrosine kinase inhibitors, a number of resistance mechanisms originating from single point mutations of the targeted kinase have been identified in patients ([@B46]). Frequently, these mutations decrease the affinity of the drug for the kinase domain, whereas the catalytic activity is maintained. Furthermore, mutations affecting amino acids surrounding the binding site of the drug and reducing the availability of the target region toward the inhibitor without interfering with ATP binding have been described ([@B47]). Also, some mutations increase the affinity of the kinase for ATP, thus reducing the efficacy of the ATP-competitive inhibitors ([@B48]).

As the first BET inhibitors have just entered the clinic, no drug-induced resistance mutation has yet been described. Nonetheless, an early understanding of which bromodomain residues are likely to be involved in escape mechanisms from current BET small-molecule inhibitors may already guide the development of next-generation compounds.

The aim of this study was to investigate systematically with several complementary methods the structural determinants for the interaction of BRD4 with their natural ligands and inhibitors. To this end we evaluated the effect of mutations in the acetyl-lysine binding pocket of BRD4 BD1 on the recognition of various acetylated substrates and of the BET inhibitor JQ1. Furthermore, we analyzed in detail the contribution to the binding of amino acid residues flanking the acetyl-lysines of the H4 N-terminal tail. Our results should serve to advance the current understanding of the mechanisms underlying selective chromatin recognition by bromodomains and may help to guide the future design of more potent and specific BET inhibitors.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
=======================

### 

#### Plasmids

The His-tagged human BRD4 BD1 expression construct pNIC28-Bsa4 (construct ID BRD4A-c002) and BRD4 BD2 expression construct pNIC28-Bsa4 (construct ID BRD4A-c011) have been described ([@B17]). For the photobleaching experiments we used full-length human BRD4 cDNA (RefSeq NM_058243.2) cloned into the pcDNA6.2/N-EmGFP-DEST plasmid (Invitrogen) by the Gateway technology (Invitrogen) to create a chimeric green fluorescent protein (GFP)/wild-type BRD4 expression construct. For the cellular stabilization assays, the codon-optimized sequence of the wild-type and mutant versions of BRD4 BD1 (amino acids 44--166) flanked by an N-terminal His~6~ tag and a C-terminal FLAG tag and by 5′ and 3′ site-specific attachment sites for recombination using the Gateway technology (Invitrogen) were prepared by total DNA synthesis (GeneArt). The synthesized DNA fragments were cloned into the pTT5 ([@B49]) destination vector using a lambda site-specific recombination system (LR-recombination, Gateway Technology, Invitrogen). Plasmid DNA was prepared using the QIAprep Spin Miniprep kit (Qiagen).

#### Peptides

Peptides corresponding to wild-type and mutant histone H4 (1--25), to histone H3 (1--21), and to RelA (301--320) were synthesized and purified at Biosyntan and AnaSpec with or without a C-terminal biotin tag. Their purities (\>90%) and identities were verified by liquid chromatography mass spectrometry (LC-MS).

#### Crystal Structures

The crystal structures of BRD4 in complex with the acetylated H4 K5(ac)K8(ac) peptide and JQ1 (PDB codes [3UVW](3UVW) and [3MXF](3MXF), respectively) were downloaded from the RCSB protein data bank and analyzed with the Maestro software (Schrödinger Release 2013-2: Maestro, Version 9.5, Schrödinger, LLC, New York, 2013) and with PyMOL (PyMol Molecular Graphics System, Version 1.3, Schrodinger, LLC).

#### Site-directed Mutagenesis

Point mutations were introduced into the pNIC28-Bsa4 and pTT5 constructs using the QuikChange II XL Site-directed Mutagenesis kit (Agilent Technologies) following the manufacturer\'s instructions. Mutagenesis primers and their reverse sequence were synthesized by Eurofins MWG Operon and TIB MOLBIOL. The generated products were digested with DpnI for 1 h at 37 °C and transformed into XL10-Gold or XL1-Blue competent bacteria (Agilent Technologies). Plasmid DNA was purified from individual colonies as described above. The presence of the desired mutations was confirmed by DNA sequencing (SMB Services in Molecular Biology).

For the fluorescence recovery studies, mutant coding sequences were introduced into pcDNA6.2/N-EmGFP-BRD4 using the megaprimer PCR method ([@B50]) to amplify a BamHI/KpnI-flanked region (BD1) or KpnI/EcoRI-flanked region (BD2) of the wild-type expression plasmid using AccuPrime Pfx (Invitrogen). The expression plasmid and PCR products were digested with the appropriate restriction enzymes (New England Biolabs) followed by gel purification, dephosphorylation of the cut expression plasmid (Antarctic phosphatase, New England Biolabs), and ligation (T4 ligase, New England Biolabs) of the fragments to generate mutant GFP-tagged expression clones.

#### Protein Expression and Purification

BRD4 domains and mutants were expressed essentially as described ([@B17]) using One Shot BL21(DE3)pLysS bacteria stimulated with 0.5 m[m]{.smallcaps} isopropyl-β-[d]{.smallcaps}-thiogalactopyranoside (Sigma). Bacteria expressing His~6~-tagged proteins BRD4 BD1 or BD2 wild type were resuspended in 50 m[m]{.smallcaps} HEPES, pH 7.5 (Applichem), 500 m[m]{.smallcaps} NaCl (Sigma), 5% glycerol (Sigma), 5 m[m]{.smallcaps} imidazole (Sigma), 0.5 m[m]{.smallcaps} Tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine (Pierce), and EDTA-free Complete, and lysed using a Microfluidizer (Microfluidics). The proteins were then purified by affinity chromatography using nickel-nitrilotriacetic acid-agarose (Macherey-Nagel) or His-trap columns (GE Healthcare) followed by a size exclusion chromatography step using a Superdex S75 26/60 column (GE Healthcare). The mutated variants were purified by affinity chromatography using the nickel-nitrilotriacetic acid Fast Start Kit (Qiagen) following the instructions for purification under native conditions. A second purification step by size exclusion chromatography using a Superdex S75 16/60 column was then performed. The fractions were collected and monitored by SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis.

#### LC-MS

LC-MS analysis of purified proteins was performed in a nanoAcquity ultraperformance LC system coupled to a SYNAPT G2-S mass spectrometer with an electrospray ionization source (Waters). The protein samples were applied to Mass Prep C4, 2.1 × 5-mm trapping columns (Waters) using water containing 0.1% formic acid as mobile phase and then transferred using an acetonitrile gradient (20--80% in 6 min) in the presence of 0.1% formic acid and at a flow rate of 100 μl/min. Data were acquired over an *m*/*z* range of 450--2500 for 3.3 min.

#### Thermal Shift Assay (TSA)

In a typical TSA, 0.4 μg of BRD4 BD1 protein were mixed with 5× Sypro Orange (Molecular Probe) and adjusted to a final volume of 5 μl with 100 m[m]{.smallcaps} HEPES buffer, pH 7.5 (Applichem), and 150 m[m]{.smallcaps} NaCl (Sigma). For binding experiments, 1% DMSO (Sigma) or JQ1 in serial dilution (0.14 μ[m]{.smallcaps} to 100 μ[m]{.smallcaps}, 3-fold) was added to the mixture. To protect samples from evaporation, they were overlaid with 1 μl of silicone oil DC200 (Sigma). Melting curves were recorded using a ThermoFluor system (Johnson and Johnson Pharmaceutical Research and Development) after heating the samples from 25 up to 95 °C while measuring the fluorescence intensity of the dye with the excitation and emission filters set to 465 and 590 nm, respectively. For data analysis, melting curves (fluorescence intensity changes at increasing temperatures) were fitted using a first derivative method ([@B51]) to determine the melting point *T~m~* and the unfolding enthalpy Δ*H*~u~ using the evaluation software provided by the manufacturer of the instrument. A series of thermal melting curves was collected in the presence of varying inhibitor concentrations. The heat capacity of protein unfolding (ΔCp~u~) was assumed to be independent of the temperature and estimated from the size of the protein using the equation ([@B52]), ΔCp~u~ = −119 + 0.20(−907 + 93(\#residues)). The standard enthalpy of binding (Δ*H*°~b~) was calculated as follows ([@B53]): ΔH°~b~ = ΔH°~u(DMSO)~ − ΔH°~u(JQ1\ 100\ μ[m]{.smallcaps}~). The difference of positive free energy of unfolding (ΔΔ*G*~u~) was calculated for each inhibitor concentration using ΔΔ*G*~u(JQ1,T)~ = Δ*H*~u(JQ1)~(1 − *T~m~*~(DMSO)~/*T~m~*~(JQ1)~) + ΔCp~u~\[*T~m~*~(JQ1)~ − *T~m~*~(DMSO)~ + *T~m~*~(DMSO)~ ln(*T~m~*~(DMSO)~/*T~m~*~(JQ1)~)\] ([@B53]). The extrapolated standard free energy change ΔΔ*G*°~u~ value in the function of the JQ1 concentration was fitted using the GraphPad Prism software and the following equation to obtain estimate *K~D~*° values ([@B53]): *Y* = −R*T~m~*~(DMSO)~ln{1 + \[X-Pt-2 × *K~D~*° + sqrt((X + Pt + 2 *K~D~*°)\^2 − (4Pt*X*))\]/(2 *K~D~*°)}, where R is the gas constant, and Pt is BRD4 concentration.

Standard free energy of binding (Δ*G*°) and entropy (Δ*S*°) were calculated with the equations Δ*G*° = −RTln(1/*K~D~*°) and −*T*Δ*S*° = Δ*G*° × Δ*H*°~b~. To facilitate comparisons dΔG° was also calculated: dΔ*G*° = Δ*G*° (mt) − Δ*G*° (WT).

#### Time-resolved Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer (TR-FRET)

The TR-FRET binding assay used to measure the interaction of BRD4 with acetylated peptides was a modified version of a previously described protocol ([@B18]). The experiments were performed in 384-well black small volume microtiter plates (Greiner) in a buffer composed of 50 m[m]{.smallcaps} Hepes, pH 7.5 (Applichem), 50 m[m]{.smallcaps} NaCl (Sigma), 400 m[m]{.smallcaps} KF (Sigma), 0.5 m[m]{.smallcaps} CHAPS (Sigma), and 0.05% BSA (Sigma) in a final volume of 5--10 μl (*n* = 4). BRD4 (100 n[m]{.smallcaps}) protein domains were mixed with 200 n[m]{.smallcaps} concentrations of the biotin-labeled histone peptides and incubated for 30 min at room temperature. The protein-peptide complexes at equilibrium were then detected with 5 n[m]{.smallcaps} Eu^3+^ cryptate-conjugated streptavidin (CisBio) and 10 n[m]{.smallcaps} anti-His~6~-XL665 (Cisbio). To analyze the binding of mutated histone peptides at different ionic strengths, streptavidin Eu^3+^ chelate (W1024, PerkinElmer Life Sciences) was used instead of cryptate as fluorescence donor, and KF was replaced by NaCl at concentrations of 20, 100, and 500 m[m]{.smallcaps}. After 3 h of further incubation at 4 °C, the plates were measured in a PheraStar reader (BMG Labtech) using the homogeneous time-resolved fluorescence module (excitation, 337 nm with 10 flashes; emission, 620 and 665 nm). The 665-nm/620-nm ratios were converted to Delta F (Delta F (%) = (ratio sample − ratio background) × 100/(ratio background)) to normalize experiments performed at different days and with different readers.

For competition assays 50 n[m]{.smallcaps} BRD4 BD1 and 500 n[m]{.smallcaps} BD2 protein were preincubated with serial dilutions of the unlabeled H4 (1--25) K5(ac)K8(ac)K12(ac)K16(ac) tetra-acetylated peptide (15 n[m]{.smallcaps} to 250 μ[m]{.smallcaps}, 2-fold) or with JQ1 (0.61 n[m]{.smallcaps} to 10 μ[m]{.smallcaps}, 2-fold) for 30 min at room temperature. The plates were then processed as described above. IC~50~ values were calculated by plotting the log \[competitor/inhibitor\] *versus* mean normalized response data from at least two independent experiments measured in triplicate and fitting it to a four-parameter equation with variable Hill slope, Y = bottom + (top-bottom)/(1 + 10^(logIC~50~\ −^ *^X^*^)\ ×\ Hill\ slope)^), using the GraphPad Prism software. The IC~50~ values obtained under these experimental conditions can be expressed as *K~D~* (= *K~i~*) based on the Cheng-Prusoff equation ([@B54]): *K~i~* = IC~50~/(1 + \[L\]/*K~D~*). Free energy of binding Δ*G* and dΔ*G* were calculated as described above.

#### SPR

SPR interaction analyses were conducted on Biacore 2000 and T200 instruments (GE Healthcare) using standard buffers and protocols (Biacore™ Assay Handbook). For peptide binding assays, BRD4 BD1 and BD2 (50 μg/ml in 25 m[m]{.smallcaps} HEPES, pH 7) were immobilized on 1000M polycarboxylate hydrogel sensor chips (Xantec) at densities varying between 2000 and 3000 RU using standard amine coupling methods based on ethyl(dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide/*N*-hydroxysuccinimide chemistry at densities varying between 2000 and 3000 RU. The analyte was an unlabeled tetra-acetylated H4 peptide flowed over the surface by injecting serial, 2-fold dilutions (0.16--20 μ[m]{.smallcaps}) in running buffer (HBS-P+) over all surfaces at a flow rate of 30 μl/min. The association phase was followed during 60 s, and the complexes were allowed to dissociate in buffer during 600 s before regenerating the surface with 1 [m]{.smallcaps} NaCl. The kinetic and steady-state data obtained were fitted to the Langmuir 1:1 and a single-site equilibrium binding equation (Biacore^TM^ Assay Handbook) using the BIA evaluation software (Biacore, GE Healthcare).

To evaluate the binding of the BRD4 BD1 mutants to histone tails in comparison to the wild type, a reverse set-up was used. Briefly, SA sensor chips (Biacore, GE Healthcare) were coated by injecting a 10 μ[m]{.smallcaps} solution of the biotinylated tetra-acetylated H4 peptide used for TR-FRET assays at a flow rate of 10 μl/min until capture levels of 1100--1200 RU were achieved. To validate the surface, the wild-type protein was titrated on the chip at concentrations varying from 0.02 to 20 μ[m]{.smallcaps}, and the affinity parameters for the interaction were calculated as described above. After confirming that the *K~D~* was in agreement with known values, all mutant and wild-type proteins were injected at a single concentration of 10 μ[m]{.smallcaps} until equilibrium was established. Double referenced binding responses at equilibrium were used to calculate the surface activity or binding percentage: % binding = (RUeq/*R*max) × 100, where *R*max describes the binding capacity of the surface ((*M*~r~ analyte/*M*~r~ ligand × *RL*, where RL is the immobilization level of the ligand (H4 peptide in this case)).

#### Fluorescence Polarization (FP)

The affinity of the BRD4 variants for JQ1 (*tert*-butyl\[(6*S*)-4-(4-chlorophenyl)-2,3,9-trimethyl-6H-thieno\[3,2-f\]\[1,2,4\]triazolo\[4,3-a\]\[1,4\]diazepin-6-yl\]acetate)) was estimated with an FP binding assay using the tetramethylrhodamine (TAMRA)-labeled JQ1 derivative 5-{\[5-({\[(6S)-4-(4-chlorophenyl)-2,3,9-trimethyl-6H-thieno\[3,2-f\]\[1,2,4\]triazolo \[4,3-a\]\[1,4\]diazepin-6-yl\]acetyl}amino)pentyl\]carbamoyl}-2-\[6-(dimethylamino)-3-(dimethyliminio)-3H-xanthen-9-yl\]benzoate. To validate this fluorescent probe, its ability to displace the H4 peptide in the TR-FRET assay described above was assessed beforehand, and the *K~D~* was found to be comparable with that of JQ1 (data not shown). For *K~D~* determinations, 10 n[m]{.smallcaps} JQ1-TAMRA probe was incubated in 384-well small volume black microtiter plates with serial (1:2) dilutions of each BRD4 variant (0.61 n[m]{.smallcaps} to 10 μ[m]{.smallcaps}) in a buffer containing 10 m[m]{.smallcaps} HEPES, pH 7.5 (Applichem), 150 m[m]{.smallcaps} NaCl (Sigma), 0.005% Tween 20 (Sigma), and 0.5 m[m]{.smallcaps} Tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine (Calbiochem). After 30 min of incubation at room temperature, the plates were measured in a Tecan M1000 plate reader using its FP module and excitation/emission wavelengths of 530 and 570 nm, respectively. For *K~D~* determinations the background-corrected polarization values were plotted against the concentrations of BRD4, and the data were fitted to a one-site binding equation: *Y* = *B*max × *X*/(*K~D~* + *X*), where *Y* is the specific binding, and *B*max is the maximal binding, using the GraphPad Prism software. Free energy of binding Δ*G* was calculated as described above.

#### Fluorescence Recovery After Photobleaching (FRAP)

FRAP studies were performed using a protocol modified from previous work ([@B17], [@B55]). In brief, U2OS cells were reverse-transfected (Lipofectamine 2000, Invitrogen) with mammalian expression constructs encoding chimeric GFP-BRD4 (wild type or mutants). Where required, 1 μ[m]{.smallcaps} JQ1 was added 1 h before imaging, which was carried out 24 h after transfection. The FRAP and imaging system consisted of a Zeiss LSM 710 scanhead (Zeiss GmbH) coupled to an inverted Zeiss Axio Observer, Z1 microscope equipped with a high numerical aperture (N.A. 1.3) 40× oil immersion objective (Zeiss GmbH) and a heated chamber set at 37 °C. FRAP and GFP fluorescence imaging were carried out with an argon-ion laser (488 nm) and with a photomultiplier tube detector set to detect fluorescence between 500--550 nm. A 13.4-μm^2^ circular region (diameter of 70 pixels) of a GFP-positive nucleus was selected, and after 5 pre-scans, the region was bleached. A time-lapse series was then taken to record GFP recovery using 1% of the power used for bleaching with an interval time of ∼0.25 s. The average intensity at each imaging time point was measured for three regions of interest: the bleached region (It), the total cell nucleus (Tt), and a random region outside of the cell for background subtraction (BG). The image datasets were exported from the microscope control software (ZEN 2010) into Microsoft Excel 2010, and the relative fluorescence signal in the bleached region was calculated for each time point *t* with the equation ([@B56]) (*T*~prebleach~ − BG)(*I~t~* − BG)/(*T~t~* − BG)(*I*~prebleach~ - BG). The base line was normalized to zero, and the prebleach was normalized to 1. Normalized data were imported into GraphPad Prism 6.0, and half-times of recovery (*t*~½~) were calculated from individual single exponential curve fits for each cell and presented as the mean for each group. *p* values were calculated using an unpaired *t* test.

#### Cellular BRD4 BD1 Stabilization Assay

HEK293--6E cells (Yves Durocher, National Research Council Canada) were grown in suspension with gentle shaking in FreeStyle F17 medium (Invitrogen) containing 4 m[m]{.smallcaps} [l]{.smallcaps}-alanyl-[l]{.smallcaps}-glutamine (BioChrom AG) and 0.1% Pluronic (Invitrogen). For transfection with DNA, 10 ml of cell suspension at a density of 10^6^ cells/ml were prepared. A mixture of 100 ng of plasmid DNA, 10 μg of pBlue Script II (as carrier DNA), and 20 μg of polyethyleneimine (Polysciences) in 1 ml of medium was kept at room temperature for 10 min, added to the cell suspension, and incubated at 37 °C, 5% CO~2~ overnight.

Transfected cells were centrifuged at 800 × *g* for 5 min, resuspended in assay medium (DMEM high glucose (4.5 g/liter) (PAA), 5 ml of [l]{.smallcaps}-glutamine (Sigma), and further diluted to 5 × 10^5^ cells/ml. A volume of 10 μl of the cell suspension was dispensed into the wells of a 384-well microtiter plate (Greiner) prefilled with 50 nl of compound solution in 100% DMSO. Plates were incubated at 37 °C, 5% CO~2~ for 24 h. Cells were lysed, adding 10 μl of homogeneous time-resolved fluorescence conjugate/lysis buffer (Cisbio) containing 13.3 n[m]{.smallcaps} anti-His D2 (Cisbio) and 0.866 n[m]{.smallcaps} anti-FLAG Tb (Cisbio) to the wells. Plates were incubated at room temperature in the dark for 2 h. Time-resolved fluorescence was measured with a PHERAstar FS microplate reader (BMG Labtech) using the homogeneous time-resolved fluorescence module (excitation 337 nm, emission 1: 620 nm; emission 2: 665 nm). The ratio of the signals at 665-nm/620-nm is proportional to the amount of tagged BRD4 in the lysate. Dilution series of JQ1 (10 concentrations, 3-fold dilutions, quadruplicates) were prepared in 100% DMSO, and 50 nl were added into the test plate with a Hummingbird device (Zinsser). Dose-dependent stabilization by JQ1 was evaluated using the 4-parameter nonlinear regression algorithm (Y = bottom + (top-bottom)/(1 + 10^(logEC~50~\ −^ *^X^*^)\ ×\ Hill\ slope^) of the GraphPad Prism software (GraphPad Software).

RESULTS
=======

### 

#### Binding of BRD4 Bromodomains to Acetylated Peptides

To validate the experimental methods chosen for this study and to obtain first quantitative information on the interaction between the wild-type form of BRD4 bromodomains and acetylated peptides, we measured by TR-FRET the binding of purified BRD4 BD1 and BD2 to 14 peptides covering the H3 or H4 tails and containing one or several acetylated lysines. In addition, we tested the binding to one peptide derived from the acetylated region of RelA recently shown to interact with BRD4 ([@B57]).

The strongest binding signals were recorded for the interactions of BRD4 BD1 and BD2 with peptides bearing multiple acetylation sites, except for the H3K9(ac)K14(ac) and the H4K5(ac)K12(ac) peptides. On the other hand, only low binding to the mono-acetylated H3 and H4 peptides was observed ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}*A*). No significant binding to RelA was observed, in contrast to recent studies, possibly due to the fact that different constructs were used ([@B14]). In several, but not all cases, better signals were detected for BD1 than for BD2. Based on the strong signal measured, the tetra-acetylated H4 peptide was selected for a more detailed study. It was used as a displacement probe in a competitive binding assay with the aim of comparing in detail the affinities of the wild-type and mutant BRD4 bromodomains for this peptide. The exquisite sensitivity of the TR-FRET technology allowed the concentrations of BRD4 BD1 and BD2 and of the peptide to be kept far below the affinity constants previously reported for the interaction ([@B4], [@B39], [@B58]). Under these conditions, the non-biotinylated tetra-acetylated H4 peptide should quantitatively displace the fluorescent probe in a dose-dependent fashion and with an IC~50~ equivalent to the dissociation constant for the interaction ([@B54]). Using this experimental regime, dissociation constants of 4.8 and 30.6 μ[m]{.smallcaps} were determined for BD1 and BD2, respectively ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}*B* and [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}).

![**Binding of BRD4 BD1 and BD2 to acetylated peptides.** *A*, TR-FRET quantification of BRD4 BD1 and BD2 (100 n[m]{.smallcaps}) binding to acetylated peptides derived from H3, H4 or RelA (200 n[m]{.smallcaps} each). *B*, determination of BRD4 BD1 and BD2 affinities to H4 K5(ac)K8(ac)K12(ac)K16(ac) using a TR-FRET homogeneous competition assay. 200 n[m]{.smallcaps} biotinylated H4 peptide and 50 n[m]{.smallcaps} BRD4 BD1 or 500 n[m]{.smallcaps} BRD4 BD2 were titrated with unlabeled H4 peptide at the concentrations indicated. Delta F values were plotted against the concentrations of unlabeled peptide (competitor). The fitting of data to the four-parameter equation described under "Experimental Procedures" (line) served to calculate the *K~D~* values indicated in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. *C*, SPR sensorgrams of the interaction between BRD4 BD1 (immobilized on a 1000 [m]{.smallcaps} polycarboxylate chip) and histone H4 K5(ac)K8(ac)K12(ac)K16(ac). *D*, SPR sensorgrams of the interaction between BRD4 BD2 (immobilized on a 1000M polycarboxylate chip) and histone H4 K5(ac)K8(ac)K12(ac)K16(ac). The *insets* in *C* and *D* show SPR equilibrium resonance values Req *versus* \[BRD4 BD1\] and Req *versus* \[BRD4 BD2\] plots from which the *K~D~* values indicated in the text were calculated. *Red lines* represent the fit of the data to the Langmuir 1:1 and single-site equilibrium binding equations. All data are the mean values of at least two experiments with multiple replicates each.](zbc0171479310001){#F1}

###### 

**Affinity and energetics of BRD4 BD1 interaction with tetra-acetylated histone H4 peptide**

Mean values of the affinity parameters derived from TR-FRET, SPR, and FRAP measurements (±S.D.) are listed. Values not shown could either not be interpreted (NI) in the TR-FRET competition experiments or were not determined (ND) in the FRAP studies.

  Assay type                 Readout   Parameter                                         BRD4 BD1 variant                                                                                                                                                       
  -------------------------- --------- ------------------------------------------------- ------------------ ------------ ------------ ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------------------------------------------- ----------- ------------ ------------ ------------
  Competition (*in vitro*)   TR-FRET   *K~D~* (μ[m]{.smallcaps})                         4.8 ± 0.4          52.2 ± 5.0   11.2 ± 0.7   39.8 ± 15   NI          8.5 ± 1.4   NI                                              6.9 ± 2.9   23.8 ± 3.3   17.1 ± 9.8   ∼72.7 ± 10
  Δ*G* (kJ mol^−1^)          −30.4     −24.4                                             −28.3              −25.1                     −28.9                   −29.5       −26.4                                           −27.2       ∼−23.6                    
  Binding (*in vitro*)       SPR       Binding (%)[*^a^*](#TF1-1){ref-type="table-fn"}   100                10.8         29           9.7         1.6         27.8        0.2                                             36.5        18.7         23.8         34
  Binding (in cells)         FRAP      *t*½ (s)                                          11.2 ± 5.8         3.3 ± 0.9    ND           ND          3.2 ± 0.9   ND          3.0[*^b^*](#TF1-2){ref-type="table-fn"} ± 0.8   ND          ND           ND           3.7 ± 1.0

*^a^* SPR surface activity normalized to wild type.

*^b^* Measured with N140F mutant.

To gain more insight into the binding mode and further validate the results described above, we additionally analyzed BRD4 BD1 and BD2 interactions with the H4 tetra-acetylated peptide using the SPR method. The binding sensorgrams obtained for both BRD4 bromodomains indicated fast equilibration kinetics for the interaction ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, *C* and *D*), and the rates were often beyond the limits of what can be accurately measured by the reading instrument. Nevertheless, in the cases where the kinetic data could be reliably fitted to the Langmuir 1:1 model, the *K~D~*(kin) values derived from the kinetic parameters (*k*~on~ and *k*~off~, *K~D~*(kin) = *k*~off~/*k*~on~) were similar to the equilibrium affinities (data not shown). Plotting the steady-state responses at different analyte concentrations (*insets* in [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, *C* and *D*) yielded either full or partial binding saturation curves from which *K~D~*(eq) values of 4.9 and 32.5 μ[m]{.smallcaps} were estimated for BD1 and BD2, respectively. These values were in excellent agreement with the affinity constants measured in the TR-FRET competition assay.

#### Influence of Amino Acids Neighboring Acetyl-lysines on H4 Recognition by BRD4 BD1

The TR-FRET assay described above was used to analyze in detail the binding of BRD4 BD1 to tetra-acetylated H4 mutated at different positions and in the presence of different salt concentrations ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Altogether, we found that the interaction of all H4 peptides with BRD4 BD1 was strongly reduced at 500 m[m]{.smallcaps} NaCl concentration, compared with 20 and 100 m[m]{.smallcaps}. To determine if the amino acids of the H4 peptide located around the acetyl-lysine marks that do not directly interact with the bromodomain pocket nevertheless had an impact on the interaction, these residues were individually mutated to alanine, and the corresponding peptides were evaluated for BRD4 BD1 binding. Changing the residues that flank acetylated Lys-5 and Lys-K8 to alanine led to significantly weaker BRD4 BD1 binding, especially at high ionic strengths, with the notable exception of the Gly-7 position ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, mutations at positions Arg-17, His-18, Arg-19, or Lys-20 or at position Ser-1 slightly strengthened the binding of BRD4 BD1 to the acetylated H4 peptide at low salt concentrations.

![**Alanine scanning of the tetra-acetylated H4 tail.** The *bar chart* shows the average blank-subtracted TR-FRET Delta F (%) values corresponding to the interaction of BRD4 BD1 (100 n[m]{.smallcaps}) at three NaCl concentrations with tetra-acetylated histone H4 peptides (200 n[m]{.smallcaps} each) modified as indicated. The data represent the mean values with multiple replicates each.](zbc0171479310002){#F2}

#### Specific Contributions of Selected Amino Acids of the BRD4 Bromodomain Pocket to Binding Affinity

We next examined the individual interactions of BRD4 BD1 with H4 K5(ac)K8(ac) and with JQ1 in the available co-crystal structures ([@B4], [@B17]) in light of the conservation of the residues involved across the bromodomain family. This allowed selection of 10 amino acids whose mutations are likely to lead to measurable changes in binding affinity ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). 4 of the 10 residues chosen are located in the ZA loop, namely the hydrophobic Trp-81 and Pro-82, which belong to the WPF shelf, and Leu-94 and Tyr-97, which face the binding pocket. Furthermore, we chose two residues in the αB helix, Asn-140, which forms the key hydrogen bond interaction but whose mutation in BRD3 intriguingly does not significantly affect binding to GATA1, and Tyr-139. Finally we selected the positively charged Asp-144 in the BC loop and Asp-145 and Ile-146 in the αC helix, which enclose the hydrophobic shelf, and Met-149, which may affect the ZA channel and the hydrophobic shelf, although not directly part of the pocket. These 10 amino acids are entirely conserved across BD1 in the BET family and play distinct roles in the interaction with histone H4 and JQ1 ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, *A* and *B*). They are also found in BD2, with the exception of Asp-144, Asp-145, and Ile-146, which are substituted for histidine, glutamic acid, and valine, respectively ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}*C*). These residues were individually mutated to alanine, except Tyr-97 and Tyr-139, which were mutated to phenylalanine to keep the same overall conformation while eliminating the hydroxyl group that may undergo phosphorylation or be involved in hydrogen bonding.

![**Specific contacts of BRD4 with substrates and the small molecule JQ1 and conservation of key interacting residues within the bromodomain family.** *A*, two-dimensional representation of BRD4 BD1 contacts with K5(ac)K8(ac) H4 region as seen in the three-dimensional structure of the complex (PDB code [3UVW](3UVW)). *B*, two-dimensional representation of BRD4 BD1 interactions with JQ1 as seen in the three-dimensional structure of the complex (PDB code [3MFX](3MFX)). For *A* and *B*, properties of the interacting residues and nature of the interactions are indicated in the legend. *C*, alignment of selected bromodomain protein sequences. *Bold* characters indicate the residues that were mutated in the BRD4 BD1 sequence. Equivalent positions in other bromodomains are also in *bold* and highlighted in *red* when they are not conserved. Residues analyzed in previous works and mentioned in the text are *underlined. Roman* figures denote the different bromodomain subfamilies. No member of family VI is shown due to the low sequence conservation in the compared region. Secondary structure elements (α-helices) of human BRD4 are displayed *above the sequence alignment. h*, human; *m*, mouse; *r*, rat; *d*, *Drosophila*.](zbc0171479310003){#F3}

Mutants of BRD4 BD1 were expressed and purified, and their expected mass and purity was confirmed by LC-MS analysis and SDS-PAGE, respectively (not shown). Differential scanning fluorimetry/TSA melting curves of mutated and wild-type BRD4 BD1 domains were comparable, indicating correct folding (not shown).

Binding of BRD4 BD1 mutants to H4 peptides was analyzed by TR-FRET as previously done for wild-type BD1 and BD2. Altogether, a reduction of the TR-FRET signals was observed for all mutants compared with the wild type ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}*A*). As for the wild-type BD1, the strongest binding was generally observed for the tetra-acetylated H4 peptide and the di-acetylated H4 peptide harboring acetylated Lys-5 and Lys-8. Conversely, very weak or no binding was seen for all mono-acetylated H4 peptides. Among the mutant proteins, P82A, Y139F, D144A, and I146A displayed the highest binding signals for the tetra-acetylated and most di-acetylated peptides. W81A, L94A, D145A, and M149A had significantly reduced binding activity, whereas Y97F and N140A showed the weakest interaction.

![**Binding of BRD4 BD1 mutants to acetylated peptides.** *A*, TR-FRET delta F (%) quantification (±S.D.) of BRD4 BD1 (wild-type and mutants, 50 n[m]{.smallcaps} each) binding to different acetylated H4 histone tails (200 n[m]{.smallcaps} each). *B*, determination of BRD4 BD1 affinity to H4 K5(ac)K8(ac)K12(ac)K16(ac) with a TR-FRET homogeneous competition assay. 200 n[m]{.smallcaps} biotinylated H4 peptide and 50 n[m]{.smallcaps} protein were titrated with unlabeled H4 peptide at the concentrations indicated. Delta F values were plotted against the concentrations of unlabeled peptide (competitor). The fitting of the normalized data (not shown) to the four-parameter equation described under "Experimental Procedures" (*colored lines*) served to calculate the *K~D~* values indicated in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. All data represent the mean values of at least two experiments with multiple replicates each. *C*, SPR sensorgrams of the interaction of BRD4 BD1 (wild-type and mutants, 10 μ[m]{.smallcaps} each) with a biotinylated H4 K5(ac)K8(ac)K12(ac)K16(ac) peptide captured on a Biacore SA chip.](zbc0171479310004){#F4}

To confirm that the reduced TR-FRET signals at single concentrations of protein and peptide were an indicator of affinity decrease, we used the previously established TR-FRET competition assay for a precise quantification of the *K~D~* values. As expected, the P82A, Y139A, D144A, and I146A mutations had only a limited impact on the affinities in comparison to the wild-type protein. The affinities of D145A and L94A were more markedly reduced (5- and 8-fold, respectively), whereas for the W81A and M149A mutants the affinities were \<10-fold that of the wild-type form ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}*B* and [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). The affinities of Y97F and N140A could not be quantified reliably due to the small dynamic window of the competition assay for these mutants.

The above-described results were further confirmed by SPR analysis of the interaction of immobilized H4 K5(ac)K8(ac)K12(ac)K16(ac) peptide with the purified BRD4 BD1 forms ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}*C*). We first validated the SPR surface by performing titrations of the wild-type BRD4 BD1 protein followed by steady state analysis of the sensorgrams (data not shown). The *K~D~* value of 2.4 μ[m]{.smallcaps} calculated from this experiment was consistent with the values obtained in previously described assays. The RU and % surface activity (=% binding) values obtained from the injection of a single concentration (near *K~D~*) of wild-type or mutated bromodomain were, therefore, considered to be a *bona fide* estimate of the affinity of the protein for the immobilized peptide. In these experiments all mutants showed a reduced interaction compared with the wild-type form. The effects were most pronounced for W81A, L94A, Y97F, and N140A for which the remaining binding was roughly 10% or less ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}).

#### Impact of BRD4 BD1 Mutations on Nuclear Mobility

To evaluate the effect of the mutations in a more physiological context, we performed FRAP experiments to assess the intracellular mobility of BRD4 BD1 mutants. Because this technique only allows detection of major differences in behavior, we focused on the mutants we found to be the most impaired in their recognition of acetylated histone H4 peptides in biochemical assays, namely those with mutated Trp-81, Tyr-97, Asn-140, and Met-149. We transfected human osteosarcoma U2OS cells with full-length, GFP-tagged BRD4 individually mutated to alanine or phenylalanine at these four BD1 locations as well as with BRD4 BD2 mutated at Asn-433 (which corresponds to Asn-140 in BD1) and with a double Asn-140/Asn-433 mutant. Successfully transfected cells were subjected to FRAP analysis, and the half-recovery time of wild-type and mutant BRD4 bromodomains were determined. The Asn-140 and Asn-433 residues were modified to either alanine or phenylalanine residues with essentially the same results. As the transfection efficiency was better for the phenylalanine mutants, only these data are shown. Cells transfected with GFP-BRD4 wild type with or without treatment of the BET inhibitor JQ1 were used as references ([Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}*A*). All BRD4 BD1 and BD2 mutants showed a quicker recovery of fluorescence intensity than the wild-type protein in the cell nuclei, indicative of displaced and freely diffusing proteins. For all mutants, the enhanced half-fluorescence recovery was comparable to that seen for BRD4 wild-type in JQ1-treated cells ([Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}*B* and [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}).

![**Effect of bromodomain mutation on BRD4 dissociation from chromatin by FRAP evaluation.** *A*, nuclei of U2OS cells transfected with GFP-tagged wild-type BRD4, bromodomain mutants or with wild-type BRD4 and treated with JQ1. The bleached area is indicated by a *red circle. B*, time dependence of fluorescent recovery in the bleached area for wild-type, mutant, or treated cells. Curves represent the means at each time point of at least 12 cells in each group.](zbc0171479310005){#F5}

#### Affinity Determinants for BRD4 Recognition by the Small Molecule Inhibitor JQ1

Although JQ1 efficiently mimics the acetyl-lysine group and occupies the same space in the BRD4 BD1 pocket ([@B17]), it does not make exactly the same interactions with the protein as do the acetylated histones ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, *A* and *B*). We, therefore, decided to compare in detail the respective interactions of JQ1 and the tetra-acetylated H4 peptide with the different BD1 point mutants we generated. An important point we wished to investigate was whether the reduction of BRD4 BD1 mutant interaction with histone peptides translated into a quantitative loss of inhibitor binding. To this end a TAMRA-labeled JQ1 derivative was titrated with increasing concentrations of the mutants, and FP of the probe was used as indicator for complex formation ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}*A*). The results summarized in [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} indicate that JQ1 binding to the Y139F and D145A mutants was not significantly different compared with wild-type BRD4 BD1. The strongest effects were observed for P82A, Y97F, N140A, I146A, and M149A and especially for the W81A mutant.

![**Determination of BRD4 BD1 wild-type and mutant affinities for the small molecule inhibitor JQ1 *in vitro* and in cells.** *A*, FP analysis of BRD4 BD1 wild-type and mutant binding to TAMRA-labeled JQ1. The TAMRA-labeled JQ1 tracer (10 n[m]{.smallcaps}) was titrated with increasing concentrations of protein as indicated, and blank-subtracted fluorescence polarization values were plotted *versus* protein concentration. The *lines* show the fit of the data to a single-site equilibrium binding equation described under "Experimental Procedures." The *K~D~* values obtained from these fits are indicated in [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}. *B*, TSA analysis of BRD4 BD1 wild-type and mutant binding to JQ1. The compound-induced changes in free energy of unfolding (ΔΔ*G*°~u~) were plotted *versus* JQ1 concentration, and the data were fitted to the equation described under "Experimental Procedures" (*colored lines*). These fits served to calculate the *K~D~*° values shown in [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}. *C*, TR-FRET competition assay. 200 n[m]{.smallcaps} biotinylated H4 peptide and 50 n[m]{.smallcaps} wild-type or mutant proteins were titrated with JQ1 at the concentrations indicated in the graph. Plots of the Delta F data *versus* JQ1 concentration were fitted to the four-parameter equation described under "Experimental Procedures" (*colored lines*) to calculate the *K~D~* values indicated in [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}. *D*, cellular stabilization of BRD4 wild-type and mutants by JQ1. HEK293 cells expressing wild-type and mutant variants of BRD4 BD1 were incubated with JQ1 and tested following the protocol given under "Experimental Procedures." Fitting the plots of TR-FRET ratio at increasing JQ1 concentrations was used to calculate the EC~50~ values for protein stabilization.](zbc0171479310006){#F6}

###### 

**Affinity and stabilization thermodynamics of BRD4 BD1 interaction with JQ1**

Mean values of the affinity and thermodynamics parameters derived from FP, TSA, and TR-FRET measurements (±S.D.) are listed. Values not shown either could not be interpreted (NI) in the TR-FRET competition experiments or were not determined (ND) in the protein stabilization studies.

  Assay type                     Readout                                            Parameter                   BRD4 BD1 variant                                                                                                                                      
  ------------------------------ -------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- ------------------ --------------- -------------- ------------- ------------- ------------- -------------- ------------- ------------ --------------- --------------
  Binding (*in vitro*)           FP                                                 *K~D~* (n[m]{.smallcaps})   14.5 ± 3.3         834.7 ± 281.5   229.3 ± 59.7   85.3 ± 14.8   474.8± 73.8   11.4 ± 2.2    447.8 ± 70.6   56.6 ± 11.3   15.8 ± 3.7   414.8 ± 100.7   267,8 ± 77.1
  Δ*G* (kJ mol^−1^)              −44.7                                              −34.7                       −37.9              −40.4           −36.1          −45.3         −36.2         −41.4         −44.5          −36.4         −37.5                        
  TSA                            Δ*T~m~*[*^a^*](#TF2-1){ref-type="table-fn"} (°C)   9.6 ± 0.6                   2.8 ± 0.4          5.1 ± 0.2       6.9 ± 0.4      3.1 ± 0.6     9.8 ± 0.3     3.3 ± 0.4     9.5 ± 0.6      9.2 ± 0.6     6.1 ± 0.3    3.2 ± 0.3       
  *K~D~*^o^ (n[m]{.smallcaps})   1.0                                                13.7                        3.64               2.14            10.5           1.0           8.6           1.0           1.1            2.4           9.7                          
  Δ*G*^o^ (kJ mol^−1^)           −51.3                                              −44.9                       −48.2              −49.5           −45.6          −51.5         −46.0         −51.3         −51.2          −49.2         −45.7                        
  Δ*H*^o^~b~ (kJ mol^−1^)        −13.8                                              −9.2                        −17.4              −17.7           −15.5          −18.7         −11.9         −9.9          −6.5           −8.8          −0.5                         
                                 −*T*Δ*S*^o^ (kJ mol^−1^)                           −37.5                       −35.7              −30.8           −31.8          −30.1         −32.8         −34.1         −41.4          −44.7         −40.4        −45.3           
  Competition                    TR-FRET                                            *K~D~* (n[m]{.smallcaps})   105.7 ± 13.9       NI              174.1 ± 13.9   42.8 ± 2.3    NI            61.3 ± 16.5   NI             44.0 ± 11.4   16.8 ± 4.6   112.0 ± 23.5    NI
  Δ*G* (kJ mol^−1^)              −39.4                                              −38.2                       −41.6              −40.8           −41.6          −43.9         −39.3                                                                                 
  Binding (in cells)             Protein stabilization                              EC~50~ (μ[m]{.smallcaps})   0.1                2.0             0.7            ND            \>10.0        ND            8.4            ND            ND           ND              \>10.0

*^a^* Measured with 100 μ[m]{.smallcaps} JQ1.

To test whether the results obtained using a JQ1 derivative recapitulated the interactions of the parent compound with BRD4, we analyzed the effects of JQ1 on unfolding thermodynamics of the BRD4 BD1 mutants using TSA. To this end we recorded melting curves of the wild-type and of each mutant at increasing ligand concentrations. As previously reported ([@B17]), JQ1 binding resulted in thermal stabilization of BRD4 BD1, and raising ligand concentrations increased the protein thermal stability (not shown). Analysis of the melting points of the mutants in the presence of 100 μ[m]{.smallcaps} JQ1 revealed that the W81A, Y97F, N140A, and M149A forms were the least stabilized by JQ1, whereas the mutants P82A, L94A, and I146A showed a moderate stabilization profile ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). Conversely, JQ1 stabilized the Y139F, D144A, and D145A mutants as strongly as wild-type BD1. The Δ*T~m~* values at 100 μ[m]{.smallcaps} JQ1 were in good agreement with the affinities of the mutants for JQ1 in the FP assay ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). Encouraged by these results, we used the Δ*T~m~* and Δ*H*~u~ parameters obtained from the experiments to estimate the binding enthalpy Δ*H*°~b~ and evaluate the impact of JQ1 on the protein stability change ΔΔ*G*°~u~ ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}*B*). Using the appropriate equations and making assumptions discussed elsewhere ([@B52], [@B53], [@B59]), we also derived *K~D~*° values for the interaction of JQ1 with the different mutants. The results of these studies are summarized in [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}. The calculated standard binding enthalpy Δ*H*°~b~ of BRD4 BD1 wild type to JQ1 of −13.8 kJ mol^−1^ was in the same range as the −8.42 kcal mol^−1^ Δ*H*~obs~ previously measured by isothermal calorimetry ([@B17]). Loss of stabilization by JQ1 translated into loss of relative free energy of binding Δ*G*°, which, however, remained negative along with the binding enthalpy Δ*H*°~b~ and entropy changes *T*Δ*S*° ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). As anticipated from the Δ*T~m~* values, the thermodynamic data obtained from the TSA experiments supported the affinity ranking of the mutants obtained using the FP assay.

The effects of BD1 mutations on JQ1 binding are also expected to influence the inhibitory activity of the compound. We, therefore, determined the interaction of JQ1 with each purified mutant in the TR-FRET competition assay using biotinylated H4 tetra-acetylated peptide as tracer ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}*C*). We calculated the *K~D~* of JQ1 for those mutants with sufficient affinity to allow an appropriate assay window. W81A, Y97F, N140A, and M149A were, therefore, excluded from this analysis. The results are summarized in [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}. Surprisingly, the most dramatic effect was seen with D145A, where a 6-fold increase of inhibitory activity was observed.

#### Impact of BRD4 BD1 Mutations on JQ1-Mediated Protein Stability in Cells

To assess the relevance of our findings with JQ1 in a cellular context, we built on the fact that ligand-induced stabilization of proteins has recently been shown to take place in living cells ([@B60]) and hypothesized that small molecule inhibitors of BRD4 bromodomains can increase the half-life of the targeted protein in cells. To this end we developed a novel assay system that detects changes in BRD4 BD1 protein levels in cell lysates by TR-FRET. As shown in [Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}*D*, incubation of cells expressing BRD4 BD1 with JQ1 led to a dose-dependent and saturable increase of the TR-FRET signals, indicative of increased protein levels. The EC~50~ value measured for stabilization of wild-type BRD4 was 0.1 μ[m]{.smallcaps}, in concordance with the IC~50~ determined in the biochemical TR-FRET competition experiment ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). In line with the biochemical data, all mutated BRD4 variants that were least recognized by JQ1, namely Trp-81, Pro-82, Tyr-97, Asn-140, and Met-149, showed a much higher EC~50~ in the cellular stabilization assay (from 7-fold to \>100-fold), indicative of a reduced recognition by JQ1 inside cells. The effects were most pronounced for the N140A and especially the M149A mutants.

DISCUSSION
==========

The BET BRD4 protein plays a major role in cancer development as a reader of acetylated histones, and first clinical studies with inhibitors targeting BET bromodomains have already been initiated. A detailed understanding of the bromodomain residues engaged in acetylated lysine and inhibitor binding will be essential for the identification of compounds with an improved pharmacological profile. Mutations in epigenome regulators, including histone mark readers, have already been described in several cancer types, and their efficient targeting may be the scope of next generation inhibitors ([@B61]).

Using different biophysical and biochemical methods, we first compared the binding profiles of BRD4 BD1 and BD2 to different acetylated H4 and H3 peptides and thereafter analyzed the contribution of individual BD1 amino acids. The results of the binding measurements allowed us to identify the tetra-acetylated peptide H4 K5(ac)K8(ac)K12(ac)K16(ac) and the di-acetylated peptide H4 K5(ac)K8(ac) as the best binding partners of BRD4 BD1. Furthermore, the fast kinetics of the interactions between BRD4 BD1 or BD2 and the tetra-acetylated H4 were shown for the first time. BRD4 BD1 had a \>6-fold higher affinity for the tetra-acetylated H4 peptide than BD2, with affinity constant values comparable to those previously reported using isothermal calorimetry isothermal calorimetry ([@B4]). Altogether, these results strongly suggest that the first bromodomain is the main player in BRD4 recognition of acetylated histones. We also observed that binding of BRD4 to tetra-acetylated H4 was strongly impaired at high salt concentrations, raising the question of whether transient local changes of ionic strength in the nucleus may influence the binding of BRD4 to chromatin. A weaker interaction was observed for a H3-derived di-acetylated peptide, in line with previous data generated with peptide arrays. These studies analyzed the recognition of numerous acetylated histone-derived peptides by different BET and non-BET bromodomains using SPOT arrays. They revealed important differences in the recognition pattern, including individual binding profiles for the BET BD1 and BD2 regions ([@B4]). The limited binding seen for mono-acetylated peptides suggests that synergistic effects between different acetylation marks are needed for recognition. Indeed, this is a general feature found for most bromodomains, as previously shown by peptide array and isothermal calorimetry data ([@B4]). Also, structural studies performed with BRDT have revealed that two acetylation marks are recognized by a single bromodomain, thus mediating cooperative effects ([@B43]). The distance between acetylation marks was also noted to be important. A six-amino acid space between H4 acetylated lysines reduced the binding of BRD4 BD1 compared with a two- or three-residue spacing. Indeed the two closely spaced acetylation marks of the H4K5(ac)K8(ac) have been shown to both fit into BRD4 BD1 by cocrystallization ([@B4]).

We furthermore found that the nature of the amino acids located between modified lysines had an impact on the interaction of the tetra-acetylated H4 peptide with BRD4 BD1. Multiple glycine residues are present in the H4 tail between Lys-5 and Lys-16, suggesting flexibility of this region to be important for recognition by reader proteins. First experiments performed with a di-acetylated peptide had already shown that Gly-6, but not Gly-7, needed to be conserved to maintain strong binding by BRD4 BD1 ([@B4]). We confirmed the role of Gly-6 in the tetra-acetylated H4 peptide and additionally showed that Gly-4 and Gly-9 also had an impact on accessibility and recognition by BRD4 BD1. The importance of glycine residues near histone marks has recently been reported in childhood tumors where a mutation in H3.3 leading to a glycine to arginine or valine exchange modified the neighboring H3K36me3 profile ([@B62]). Interestingly, we also found the loss of binding to be dependent on the salt concentration. Given the position outside of the BRD4 binding pocket and the solvent exposure of the residues, this strongly suggests that the solvent interferes with the H4 conformation needed for optimal binding to BRD4. Leu-10 makes hydrophobic interactions outside of the binding pocket, which may explain the impact of the mutation on binding. Surprisingly, mutating the polar and charged Arg-17, His-18, Arg-19, or Lys-20 to alanine slightly increased the binding of BRD4 BD1 to the acetylated H4 peptide at low ionic strength conditions. These residues do not engage in the binding pocket, suggesting an indirect underlying cause such as higher solubility of the mutated histone peptide in low salt concentrations compared with the non-mutated peptide form.

As exemplified in the case of tyrosine kinase inhibitors, point mutations in protein regions targeted by drugs are a frequent escape mechanism observed in treated cancer patients. No such example exists for BRD4, but clinical studies are still in their early phase. We, therefore, studied in detail the role of individual BRD4 bromodomain residues in the interaction with acetylated histones and small molecule inhibitors. The crystal structures of BRD4 BD1 bound to the acetylated H4 peptide or to different inhibitors show the compounds to mimic acetyl-lysine but also to engage in somewhat different interactions. Based on these observations we selected 10 amino acids belonging to the binding pocket for site-directed mutagenesis and thorough analysis of the corresponding mutated BRD BD1 region.

The affinity of these mutants for H4 and JQ1 was compared with the wild-type form using the free energy of binding calculated from the competitive TR-FRET and TSA experiments. Altogether, the results allowed us to draw a three-dimensional affinity map of the BRD4 pocket engaged in interactions with histone H4 ([Fig. 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}*A*) or with JQ1 ([Fig. 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}*B*). The loss of absolute free energy of binding of each mutant compared with wild-type BD4 BD1 was color-coded depending on the difference measured. From these results, three different groups of mutations can be identified.

![**Three-dimensional affinity map of BRD4 interactions with H4 tail and JQ1.** Residues investigated in this study are highlighted in the crystal structures of BRD4 complexed with H4K5(ac)K8(ac) (*A*) and JQ1 (*B*). The colors represent the loss of absolute free energy of binding (dΔ*G*) associated with the individual mutations. dΔG values were calculated by subtracting free energy of binding of the wild-type from the mutants. Non-mutated BRD4 regions are shown in *gray*, the H4K5(ac)K8(ac) peptide is shown in *green*, and JQ1 is in *magenta*. The dΔG values were calculated from the TR-FRET experiment (*panel A*) and the dΔG° values from the TSA experiment (*panel B*). *n.i.*, not interpreted.](zbc0171479310007){#F7}

We first focused on mutants where important losses of histone and JQ1 binding were noted. The prime example is Asn-140, for which a strong reduction of binding properties was expected based on previous studies due to the formation of an essential hydrogen bond with the carbonyl group of the acetyl mark and with the 3-methyl-1,2,4-triazole ring of JQ1 ([@B63], [@B64]). Indeed, the Asn-140 position has already been shown to be essential for the reading function of many but not all bromodomains ([@B4]). For instance, the corresponding mutation in BRD3 BD1 has no impact on binding to GATA1 ([@B45]), suggesting that the interaction between a bromodomain and its acetylated partner may in some instances follow different rules. The Tyr-97 mutant also had severely impaired binding properties. Cocrystal structures indicate that Tyr-97 interacts indirectly by hydrogen bonding through a water molecule with the acetylated lysine ([@B39]) and also with JQ1 ([@B17]). The effects we observed are in line with comparable mutations in BRD2 and BRD3 showing Tyr-97 to be critical for binding to mono-acetylated H4 ([@B38]) and to GATA1 ([@B45]), respectively. Interestingly, molecular dynamic simulations ([@B65]) showed both Asn-140 and Tyr-97 as well as Tyr-139 to be located in a flexible region (see also [Fig. 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}*A*) allowing rotation between an inward and an outward position, which may affect recognition of the acetyl-lysine binding site. Two other residues were essential for peptide and inhibitor binding, namely the hydrophobic amino acids Trp-81 and Met-149. Both positions are known to be essential in BRD3 BD1 for its interaction with the GATA1 peptide ([@B45]). Interestingly, an alanine residue is found at the Trp-81 position in the BRD7 bromodomain, which has only low binding affinity for acetylated peptides ([@B66]). Trp-81 together with Pro-82 and Phe-83 form the hydrophobic WPF shelf ([@B6], [@B67]). In our study the hydrophobic interaction between JQ1 and Trp-81 was as important as the hydrogen bonds formed with Tyr-97 and Asn-140. The effects were less pronounced for the Met-149 mutation but still very marked. Importantly Trp-81 and Met-149 together with Ile-146 form the hallmark signature of the BET bromodomain group and are predictive of high drug-ability ([@B6]). In the BET family, the position corresponding to Met-149 is conserved, whereas in the BAZ family it is replaced by the small amino acids alanine or cysteine, which allow the tryptophan to move close to residue 149, thereby removing the ZA channel and hydrophobic shelf ([@B6]). Altogether these data show that Trp-81, Tyr-97, Asn-140, and Met-149 are key amino acids for histone and JQ1 binding, which is why we additionally analyzed them in a cellular context. Using FRAP, we observed an impaired chromatin recognition for all of the corresponding mutants. In a cellular stabilization assay performed in the presence of JQ1, reduced binding was also observed. Altogether these data demonstrate the bromodomain pocket of these mutants to lack essential residues for acetyl-lysine and inhibitor binding. These four residues can, therefore, be grouped based on their key role in the interaction with both acetylated histone H4 and JQ1.

A second group with a mixed profile was identified. It includes residues Pro-82, Ile-146, Leu-94, and Asp-145. The P82A mutation had little effect on H4 peptide binding but led to affinity loss toward JQ1 ([Fig. 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). These results show that the interactions of Pro-82 with H4 that include two indirect hydrogen bonds with the acetylation marks are rather weak, whereas the interactions with JQ1 are strong due to hydrophobic forces engaged with the thiophene group of the compound. The I146A mutation showed a strong loss of affinity for H4, whereas binding to JQ1 was only partially affected. Interestingly, the nature of this gatekeeper residue varies outside of the BET family, suggesting this position to be essential for the diversity of bromodomain functions. In BRDT, introducing a large, bulky residue at this position entirely suppresses reorganization of hyper-acetylated chromatin ([@B43]). The L94A mutation led to a strong loss of affinity to the histone H4 tail comparable to that seen for members of the first group, whereas binding to JQ1 was only weakly affected. Concerning Asp-145, the affinity loss calculated for the mutant indicates that this residue forms medium strength hydrogen bonds directed toward the H4 backbone but does not interact with the nearby chlorophenyl group of JQ1. Competitive experiments involving JQ1 and tetra-acetylated H4 were performed with this mixed profile group. They showed that JQ1 was a better inhibitor of the interaction of BRD4 with the H4 peptide when Leu-94 and Asp-145 were mutated to alanine, whereas it showed similar inhibition for I146A or a slightly decreased one for P82A in comparison to the wild-type protein.

The third group we could define includes Asp-144 and Tyr-139. For both these mutated residues, the JQ1 and histone binding affinities were only slightly altered in comparison to the wild-type protein, indicating a marginal role in binding of either partner. Interestingly, the BD1 residue Asp-144 is replaced by histidine in BD2, which can affect both the overall structure and the local charge and possibly account for the different function of these bromodomains.

Overall our results provide a deeper understanding of the role of individual amino acids in histone and inhibitor recognition. They identify the key amino acids that inhibitors like JQ1 need to address for efficient inhibition of BRD4 and also reveal that residues with a mixed profile between loss of binding to histone and to JQ1 exist. The data also show that different kinds of interactions take place, suggesting that resistance mutations compatible with BRD4 function are possible. Future analysis of clinical samples will show whether such mutations occur in patients treated with BET inhibitors.
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